Portland Oregon SEO Experts Help Local
Companies With Search Engine Optimization
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Portland SEO, a digital marketing agency in Portland, Oregon, has announced that they now offer a
service focused specifically on local companies. They assist these companies through extensive
search engine optimization service. As experts, the staff at Portland SEO have been able to make a
huge difference in the online authority of many of their clients. More details about their new, local
approach are available at www.slideshare.net/PortlandSEO.
Augusto Beato, lead consultant from Portland SEO, says: "Here at Portland SEO we have earned the
reputation as the best Internet Marketing Service in all of Portland for a reason. We offer unparalleled
search engine optimization marketing plans Reputation Management and Portland web design
Services. Our SEO packages are affordable and we use only proven search engine marketing and
social media marketing technique that are trusted by some of the top brands online."
Portland SEO has also released a new video on YouTube at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cGPyFcJ4xtU that highlights the services that they provide. The
video includes a description of their service, such as search engine marketing and reputation
management. Because they now focus strongly on the Portland local market, they aim to drive the
local economy with their services as well.
"We are Portland born and bred, and we want to make sure that businesses here are allowed to thrive
and grow," adds Augusto Beato. "This is why we have now changed our focus specifically to local
businesses. Naturally, we welcome clients from anywhere in the world, but our focus is very much on
Portland."
Those who have been served by the company have been very pleased with the results. "Portland
SEO helped my small business manage search engine optimization, making our reviews and
successes more available to the public eye," says Lindsay B. on the company's Facebook page. "We
utilized their press release services and this was really helpful in bringing attention to the positive
accomplishments our staff and customers wanted to share with the Portland community. As a small
business it is imperative to find ways to reach potential customers through the assets we already
possess. Portland SEO helped create a customized package of services that helps us manage our
image, our potential in the Portland community and it helps us acknowledge customers who need us.
I really recommend these guys - you won't be sorry."
Those interested are encouraged to follow the company's LinkedIn page at
https://www.linkedin.com/company/portland-seo.
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